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1.1 Symbols and conventions

Instructions are indicated by a preceding triangle. The 
result of an action is indicated by an arrow.

 ► Instruction 1
 ⇒ Action result

Action sequences are numbered consecutively:
1. Instruction 1
2. Instruction 2

Keys are set in angle brackets, e.g. “confirm by pressing 
<Enter>”.
 
Key combinations are buttons which are pressed 
simultaneously. These are joined by a plus sign,  
e.g. <Ctrl> + <O>.

Buttons are written in small caps, e.g. Update transdUcer.

The ...-P-... style is used in the illustrations in this manual 
by way of example.

Menu commands are joined with a greater-than sign,  
e.g. “Settings > Options” stands for the menu command 
“Options” from the “Settings” menu.

Hexadecimal numbers are either written in C syntax or 
are indicated by (hex). To avoid misunderstandings, 
decimal numbers are additionally identified by (dec) in 
isolated cases.
12345 = 12345 (dec) = 0x3039 = 3039 (hex)

Note, tip
This symbol indicates general notes.

1.2 Abbreviations

Registered trademark and 
patented technology. Licensed by 
Beckhoff Automation GmbH, 
Germany.

TwinCAT® Registered and licensed 
trademark of Beckhoff 
Automation GmbH. It is a 
software PLC that runs on a 
Windows PC.

1.3 Explanation of the warning

Always observe the warning in these instructions and the
measures described to avoid hazards.

The used warning is structured as follows:

SIGNAL WORD
Hazard type and source
Consequences if not complied with

 ► Measures to avoid hazards

The individual signal word means:

  DANGER
The general warning symbol in conjunction with the 
signal word DANGER identifies a hazard which, if not 
avoided, will certainly result in death or serious 
injury.

1 Notes to the user

Micropulse transducers BTL7-V50E-... are operated and 
configured in an EtherCAT® bus system (for 
parameterization, see Tab. 7-1 on page 27).

Constant BTL parameters:
 – Manufacturer ID: 0x010000E8
 – Product ID: 0x21
 – Manufacturer name: Balluff GmbH
 – Device name: BTL7-V50E-...
 – Serial number: yymmdd000xxxxx ZZ

 – yy/mm/dd: Production date (year/month/day)
 – xxxxx: Sub-series
 – ZZ: Country of origin

DE = Germany
HU = Hungary

2 Device properties

BTL7-V50 E-...
Configuration
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3.1 EtherCAT® fundamentals

EtherCAT® is an Ethernet-based field bus initiated by 
Beckhoff. The open protocol is suitable for hard and soft 
real-time requirements in automation technology.
The main focus during EtherCAT® development was on 
extremely short cycle times (≤ 100 µs), low jitter for exact 
synchronization (≤ 1 µs), and low hardware costs.
Since its release in 2003, the Industrial Ethernet EtherCAT® 
Technology Group has grown to become one of the largest 
groups of interested parties, manufacturers, and users (as 
of November 2012: over 2100 members from 
56 countries). Members assist in advancement of 
EtherCAT by actively participating in technical working 
groups.

3.2 Protocol

The EtherCAT® protocol is optimized for process data and 
is transported directly within a standard Ethernet frame 
using a dedicated Ethertype (0x88A4). The EtherCAT® 
telegram may consist of several sub-telegrams (EtherCAT® 
commands), each serving a particular memory area of the 
logical process image that can be up to 4 gigabytes in 
size.
The data sequence is independent of the physical order of 
the participants in the network; addressing can be in any 
order. Broadcast, multicast and communication between 
slaves are possible.

3.3 Functional principle

A telegram (standard Ethernet frame) is sent in sequence 
through all slaves; it passes through each slave bit by bit, 
from input to output, arriving to the next slave with a 
minimum time offset. While the bits are passing through, 
the slaves insert their input data in previously defined 
positions and read the output data at other positions 
intended for them. The time offset between input and 

3 System description

output of a slave is only a few bit times.
This means that multiple slaves process one frame at the 
same time: while the first slave is still processing the bits 
from the end of the telegram, the following slave evaluates 
data from the middle of the telegram and the next one 
evaluates data from the beginning of the telegram or enters 
data (see “Fig. 3-1: EtherCAT data transfer functional 
principle”).

Asynchronous messages (e.g. emergency messages) can 
still be transmitted between the cyclic EtherCAT frames. 
An asynchronous telegram can, however, also block cyclic 
messages, thereby jeopardizing the real-time capability of 
the entire system. In the delivery state, the emergency 
telegrams for BTL7-V50E-... are locked. The alarms can 
also be transmitted via the cyclic data telegram. The 
emergency messages can still be activated via object 
0x3100 (see “Activating emergency messages (0x3100)” 
on page 11).

Fig. 3-1: EtherCAT data transfer functional principle

BTL7-V50 E-...
Configuration
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3.3.1 Topology

EtherCAT® enables a large range of topologies, such as 
line, tree, ring, star, and combinations thereof. This links 
various communication features such as line redundancy, 
hot connect of segments, hot swap of devices, or even 
master redundancy with hot stand-by.
The combination of topology variants with various network 
architectures, such as subordinate or adjacent control 
systems with consistent synchronization result in many 
options.

Since up to 65535 participants can be connected, the 
overall extent of the network is almost unlimited.

3.3.2 Performance

Thanks to hardware integration in the slave and DMA 
access to the network card in the master, the entire 
protocol can be processed in the hardware, making it 
independent of the protocol stack runtime, CPU 
performance, or implemented software.

Process data Update time

256 distributed digital I/Os 11 µs – 0.01 ms

1000 distributed digital I/Os 30 µs

200 analog I/Os 50 µs at 20 kHz

100 servo axes, 8 bytes input 
and output data each

100 µs

1 field bus master gateway 
(1486 bytes input data and 
1480 bytes output data)

150 µs

Tab. 3-1: Update times

The bandwidth utilization is maximized, since a separate 
frame is not always required for each participant and each 
data item. This results in extremely short cycle times of 
≤ 100 µs. Effective data rates of over 100 Mbit/s 
(> 90 percent useful data rate of 2 x 100 Mbit/s) can be 
achieved through the use of the full-duplex features in 
100BASE-TX.

3.4 EtherCAT State Machine

The state of the EtherCAT slave is controlled via the 
EtherCAT State Machine (ESM). Different functions are 
accessible or executable in the EtherCAT slave, depending 
on its state. In particular, when the slave is being run-up, 
specific commands must be sent by the EtherCAT master 
to the device in every state. OP (operational) status is the 
regular state of an EtherCAT slave after it has been run up.

3 System description (continued)

3.4.1 Init

After being turned on, the EtherCAT slave is in the Init 
state. There, neither mailbox nor process data 
communication is possible. The EtherCAT master initializes 
Sync Manager channels 0 and 1 for mailbox 
communication.

3.4.2 Pre-operational (Pre-Op)

When transitioning from Init to Pre-Op, the EtherCAT slave 
checks whether the mailbox was initialized correctly.
In the Pre-Op state, mailbox communication is possible, 
but not process data communication. The EtherCAT 
master initializes the Sync Manager channels for process 
data (starting with Sync Manager channel 2) and the 
FMMU channels. The configuration (mapping) of the data 
is written to the Sync Managers. Furthermore, the settings 
for process data transmission are transmitted in this state. 
If the device has already been in Safe-Op before, process 
data in the CoE objects are also updated in Pre-Op 
provided that they were available in the previous 
configuration (see “4.4 CoE directory”).

3.4.3 Safe-operational (Safe-Op)

In the transition between Pre-Op to Safe-Op, the EtherCAT 
slave checks whether the Sync Manager channels for 
process data communication and, if necessary, the 
settings for the distributed clocks (DC) are correct. Before 
it acknowledges the state change, the EtherCAT slave 
copies the current input data into the corresponding 
DP-RAM areas of the EtherCAT slave controller (ECSC).
Transducer BTL7-V50E-... parameterizes its measurement 
process in this transition. This parameterization is kept, 
even after switching back to the Pre-Op state, so that 
process data can be copied into the corresponding CoE 
objects there as well.
Mailbox and process data communication are possible in 
Safe-Op state though the slave keeps its outputs in a safe 
state. The input data (position data) is updated cyclically, 
synchronous to the clock.

3.4.4 Operational (Op)

Before the EtherCAT master switches the EtherCAT slave 
from Safe-Op to Op, it must transmit any valid output data. 
In the Op state, a slave with outputs copies the master 
output data to its outputs. Process data communication 
and mailbox communication are possible.

BTL7-V50 E-...
Configuration
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4 Configuration

The configuration is based on ESI (EtherCAT Slave 
Information) in the form of an XML file, which can be 
downloaded from the Balluff homepage. It is installed in the 
configuration program as per the specifications of the 
controller manufacturer.
The basic configuration takes place as a modular device. 
This is uncomplicated and fast. The configuration in the 
CoE directory can only be accessed for the use of 
extended sensor features.

4.1 Modular device profile: absolute linear 
encoder

The BTL7-V50E-... corresponds to the profile for absolute 
linear encoders and is configured as a modular device. The 
transducer represents a virtual module carrier that has 
16 slots for magnets. Various virtual modules that specify 
which data is assigned to the respective magnet can be 
inserted into each slot. This defines the data mapping, the 
assignment of the measurement data in the output data.

There are also two additional slots: additional data for the 
overall device can be inserted in slot 17. The number of 
magnets is specified by plugging in a corresponding 
module in slot 18. This is also the only slot into which a 
module must be inserted since the BTL7-V50E-... cannot 
function without a specification of the number of magnets. 
Slot 18 is the only slot that does not appear in the output 
data.

The mapping and the number of magnets are loaded to 
the slave by the controller when transferring from Pre-Op 
to Safe-Op state. Since this takes place every time the 
slave is started, this data need not be saved in the slave. 
The transducer BTL7-V50E-... learns how the output data 
is configured each time the controller (PLC) is restarted.
Objects 0xF030 and 0xF050 are required for modular 
devices, and thus also present in the BTL7-V50E-.... 
However, they are not required for the BTL7-V50E-... to 
function. This is why it is completely irrelevant for the 
transducer BTL7-V50E-... which data is here. Even so, the 
controller fills in these objects automatically every time the 
network is started.

Fig. 4-1: Modular device provide

BTL7-V50 E-...
Configuration
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4 Configuration (continued)

The available slots can be seen to the left of the 'Slots' tab 
in the configurator (example: TwinCAT System Manager). If 
a slot is clicked with the mouse, the modules qualified for 
this slot appear in the right window.

The number of magnets must be specified in slot 18 for 
the operation of the BTL7-V50E-.... All other modules are 
optional. Even if a magnet is present, it is not necessary to 
insert a module. If no module is inserted, this only means 
that the measurement data associated with these magnets 
are not mapped in the process data, thus do not appear in 
the process data. The corresponding data is, however, 
available in the CoE objects.

Slot 17 is used to output general data that is not assigned 
to any magnets, such as error register, alarms and 
temperature.

Fig. 4-2: Module configuration in TwinCAT

Configuration via the modules is the easiest and quickest 
way and completely sufficient for almost all use cases. 
Alternatively, a separate mapping can be compiled.

4.2 General information on the configuration

All position data is influenced by the set resolution. This is 
defined in the parameter 0x80_0 subindex 0x16 and 0x17 
for the position and subindex 0x18 and 0x19 for the 
velocity of the respective magnet (module). If the resolution 
is changed, all position specifications for cam switches, 
limits and offsets are converted to the newly set resolution. 
If the parameters for limits, offsets, etc. are to be set, this 
always refers to the resolution currently set. When 

switching the resolution, the parameters are also switched. 
For security purposes, we recommend checking these 
settings.
The cam switches and the limits always refer to the output 
value.

4.3 ESI file

The device description files and the module configurations 
can be used for many standard applications. These device 
descriptions are the so-called ESI (EtherCAT Slave 
Information) in the form of an XML file, which can be 
downloaded from Balluff's website. This is described in 
more detail in section “6.2 Installation der Device 
Description Datei (XML- Datei)” on page 20.

4.4 CoE directory

A special configuration of the BTL7-V50E-... takes place 
via the CoE objects. The following configuration process, 
where the settings that are not required can be skipped, is 
recommended:
 – Basic configuration via the modules, as described in 

the previous section
 – Setting the scaling
 – Setting any offsets
 – Configuring cams and limits
 – Configuring the PDO mapping
 – Saving the settings

A complete list of all CoE objects can be found in section 
“7 Appendix” on page 27. In the following, the most 
important objects are described:

BTL7-V50 E-...
Configuration
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4.4.1 Data types used in the BTL7-V50E-...

Name Min. value Max. value

BOOL1) FALSE TRUE

SINT –32768 32767

DINT –2147483648 2147483647

BYTE 0 255

INT 0 65535

UDINT 0 4294967295

STRING See below
1) BOOL is transmitted in the BYTE data type. The value 0 corresponds to 

FALSE and the value 1 TRUE.

Tab. 4-1: Data types used

STRING
This is a character string with a constant length, therefore 
not null-terminated. If a string is writable (e.g. object 
0x2F01 subindex 0x07, 0x08), then it can be replaced only 
with a string of the same length. If a shorter text is to be 
entered, this must be filled correspondingly with spaces. 
No length test takes place to check for strings that are too 
short. Only strings that are too long cause an error 
message.

4.4.2 Configuration parameters

Saving and resetting parameters (0x1010 and 0x1011)
Changes to the parameters are not saved automatically, 
i.e. they are lost when the sensor is switched off. The 
object 0x1010 is there to save them permanently. This is 
not a data object, but rather a command object, i.e. writing 
in this object triggers an action.
By writing the signature 0x65766173 (ASCII character 
string 'save') into one of the subindices, the save process 
is started in the internal flash memory. The power should 
be on for at least 5 s while saving to make sure all settings 
are stored completely.

4 Configuration (continued)

Depending on the selected subindex, different object areas 
are stored. With 0x01, all parameters are stored. The 
communication parameters (index 0x1000 to 0x1FFF) are 
stored via 0x02. 0x03 stores the application parameters 
(index 0x6000 to 0xFFFF) and 0x04 the parameters 
defined by the manufacturer (0x2000 to 0x5FFF).
When the sensor is switched on, it automatically loads the 
most recently saved configuration from the FLASH 
memory.
The factory presettings can be restored with the object 
0x1011 Restore Parameter. As with saving, parts of the 
parameters or all parameters can also be selected here via 
the subindex (for distribution, see above).
The resetting of the objects is started by writing the 
signature 0x64616F6C 'load' in one of the sub-objects. 
The factory default values are written to the internal flash 
memory. Thus, the power should be on for approx. 5 s 
until the process is completed.
Note: if a save or load operation was unsuccessful 
because, for example, the operating voltage was switched 
off early, all parameters are reset to the delivery state.

Mapping lists for process data TxPDO (1A00 to 1A0F)
The BTL7-V50E-... is organized as a modular device (see 
“4.1 Modulares Device Profil: Absoluter Linearencoder”). 
There are 17 slots available, each with 14 entries where 
the mapping entries for data can be written. This can be 
used to output up to 238 process data entries. Normally, 
the process data is configured by inserting modules.
Here is an example to illustrate this: Assume the module 
“Position, Velocity, State, Cam and Workarea” is inserted in 
slot 3. For a representation of the process data in the 
System Manager, see Fig. 4-3.

Fig. 4-3: Representation of the process data in the System Manager

BTL7-V50 E-...
Configuration
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Assignment in object 1A02 results automatically:

Fig. 4-4: Mapping entries

Each entry includes first the four-digit object number, then 
the two-digit subindex number and finally, the last two 
digits, the data size in bits. If all entries are occupied in 
TxPDO, no more values can be added here. How to make 
entries in the TxPDO is described in section “6.3.4 
Mapping further parameters” on page 24. TxPDO 
0x1A00 to 0x1A0F are assigned to the magnets. 0x1A10 
is used for general data. With manual mapping, 
assignment can be in any order.

Sync manager objects (0x1C00 to 0x1C33)
The “Sync Manager” category information is essential for 
the master to determine the physical addresses of the 
Sync Managers in order to configure the PDO mapping 
and the cyclic exchange of PDOs. These objects are read 
automatically by the master. Access by the user is 
pointless.

Temperatures (0x2901)
A temperature sensor is located on the circuit board on the 
inside of the BTL7-V50E-.... The temperature measured 
here depends on the ambient temperature but is heavily 
influenced by the electrical activity, such as the bus 
activity. The temperature measured in the device will 
therefore generally lie well above the ambient temperature. 
Temperature values cannot be read out before the Pre-Op 
state.
The minimum (0x02) and the maximum temperature (0x03) 
since the last switch-on and the minimum (0x04) and 
maximum (0x05) temperature over the entire lifetime are 
displayed in addition to the current temperature (subindex 
0x01). The temperatures are output as integer values in 
degrees Celsius.

FMM timeout (0x2910)
Here, the time when an error value is output for all 
magnets in flexible magnet mode is set if the number of 
magnets changes. The FMM mode is described in section 
“Flexible magnet mode (FMM)”. If this value is set to 0, no 
error values or emergency messages are set when 
changing the number of magnets in FMM (see “Activating 
emergency messages (0x3100)”).

Storage area for the user (0x2F01)
Object 2F01 offers users the ability to store their own 
identification data, for example, system identification, 
location, and the like in their 8 sub-objects. The data 
stored here does not affect the functionality of the 
BTL7-V50E-....

4 Configuration (continued)

BYTE data can be stored in sub-indices 1-3, INT data in 
sub-indices 4 and 5 and UDINT data in subindex 0x06.
Subindex 0x07 and 0x08 are visible strings. They are 
32 bytes long as per the CAN standard and are not null-
terminated. This means that they can also only be 
overwritten with strings with 32 characters. Otherwise, an 
error message is output and the changes are rejected. If 
shorter strings are to be entered, the length can be 
extended to 32 characters, for example, with spaces.
So that the changes are permanent, they have to be saved 
(see “Saving and resetting parameters (0x1010 and 
0x1011)”).
The data can be mapped to the input data (see “Mapping 
further parameters”). This allows system-specific values, 
such a position offset of a system part, to be stored, which 
are then offset in the program with other data.

Immediate reset (0x2FFF)

This is a command object that is only intended 
for service purposes and should not be used. If 
a special code number is written here, the 
transducer BTL7-V50E-... instantly performs a 
reset. If you would like to use this function, 
please contact service.

This command should not be used by the user. 
Reset causes the bus communication to abort 
immediately. This interrupts all communication 
by the BTL7-V50E-... and the data transfer in 
the entire system! A machine may end up in an 
uncontrollable state as a result.

Magnet configuration
The number of magnets is specified in object 0x3000 
“Magnet Number”. Permissible values are 1 to 16 
corresponding to 1 to 16 magnets and 0 for the flexible 
magnet mode (FMM), which is described in the following 
section. All configuration parameters and output data are 
always present, regardless of the number of magnets 
configured or actually present. If a magnet is missing, error 
values are output.

Operation with a fixed number of magnets
In normal mode, the number of magnets (e.g. 3) is fixed. If 
more magnets are located on the measuring range (e.g. 4), 
this has no effect since detection is stopped after the third 
magnet is detected (from the beginning of the measuring 
range). If fewer are detected than the configured number 
(e.g. 2), then – if activated – an emergency message is 
sent and the position value of all magnets set to 
0x7FFFFFFF (see “Emergency error messages”). This state 
remains until the number of magnets is again correct.

BTL7-V50 E-...
Configuration
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Flexible magnet mode (FMM)
In the flexible magnet mode, the number of magnets is not 
specified. The BTL7-V50E-... accepts any number of 
magnets up to a maximum of 16 and the changing of the 
number as well. However, after the number of magnets is 
changed, an error is signaled until a time configurable in 
object 0x2910 (flexible magnet mode timeout) has 
elapsed. Then, the new number of magnets is accepted 
and the error state is ended.
If, for example, you have four magnets (A, B, C, and D as 
seen from the connector end), then magnet A is assigned 
to position (or module) 1, B to position 2, etc.

If magnet C is now removed, the behavior is determined by 
objects 0x2910 (flexible magnet mode timeout) and 
0x3100 (emergency enable).
If object 0x2910 (flexible magnet mode timeout) does not 
equal zero, to begin with, an error is detected and reported 
for all positions. How long the error is displayed is set 
using object 0x2910 (flexible magnet mode timeout) in 
milliseconds. During this time the error value 0x7FFFFFFF 
is output as the position value. The associated error flags 
are set. An emergency “position error” message is sent if 
object 3100 is set to TRUE. If object 0x2910 is set to 0, no 
error values are output and no emergency messages are 
sent.

After the set time has elapsed, the magnets are again 
assigned in the order in which they are detected. In our 
example only three magnets are still detected. These are 
assigned to positions 1-3. The missing 4th magnet is 
assigned to position 4, which remains on the error value. If 
working in different instances with various settings (e.g. 
position format, offsets or cams), the possible shifting of 
the magnets in flexible magnet mode must be considered, 
especially in the PDO.

4 Configuration (continued)

Measurement status (0x3015)
This BYTE displays the current status of the measuring 
unit. Bits 0 to 4 contain the number of detected magnets. 
Bits 5 and 6 display the measurement mode. If bit 6 is set, 
the measurement is synchronized to the distributed clock. 
If this bit is not set, the measurement is asynchronous and 
the internal time base is used.

If set, bit 7 displays a measuring error.

Measurement counter (0x3020)
This UDINT value is incremented with each measurement. 
It can be used for checking to make sure that each 
position value was received (see also 0x60_0, subindex 
x0F).

Activating emergency messages (0x3100)
As described in Emergency and asynchronous messages, 
asynchronous messages can jeopardize the real-time 
capability of the system since they can block cyclic 
telegrams. If they are still desired, they can be activated 
when the value is set to 1.

Status log (0x4000)
The BTL7-V50E-... has an internal diagnostics function 
that writes certain events in this object as hexadecimal 
numbers. This information may help service in 
troubleshooting. The information cannot be evaluated by 
the user and should not be used.

Module inputs (0x6000 to 0x60F0)
These objects contain the position and velocity data of the 
BTL7-V50E-.... Object 0x6000 is assigned to the first 
magnet, 0x6010 to the second and 0x60F0 to the 
sixteenth. The following data can be found in the individual 
sub-objects:

0x01 Warning This bit1) is set if overheating 
occurs, which is the case with an 
ambient temperature of approx. 
85°C.

0x0E TxPDO state If this flag1) is set, no magnet is 
recognized. It is either not 
present or outside of the 
detection range.

BTL7-V50 E-...
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0x0F Input cycle 
counter

This flag1) changes its value with 
every telegram, allowing lost 
measurement values to be 
recognized.

0x11 Position The position value, dependent on 
the configuration. This value is 
influenced by the settings in 
object 0x80_0 0x16 and 0x17, 
0x80_8 subindex 0x12.

0x12 Raw Position The raw value of the position, 
independent of the configuration.

0x13 Speed The velocity, dependent on the 
configuration. This value is 
influenced by 0x80_0 subindex 
0x18 and 0x19.

0x14 Raw Speed The raw value of the velocity, 
independent of the configuration.

1) BOOL is transmitted in the BYTE data type. The value 0 corresponds to 

FALSE and the value 1 TRUE.

Input module status (0x6008 to 0x60F8)
These objects contain binary input data. Object 0x6008 is 
assigned to magnet 1, 0x6018 to magnet 2 and 0x60F8 to 
magnet 16. The respective requirement is fulfilled when the 
value of the sub-object is TRUE.

0x01 Position marker 
failure1)

Sum error for sub-object 0x02 
to 0x03 errors.

0x02 Position marker 
out of range1)

The magnet is outside the 
calibrated measuring range. It 
can still be detected but the 
position value is imprecise.

0x03 Position marker 
lost1)

Magnet is not in the detection 
range or not present.

0x04 Position > work 
area high limit1)

Position is larger than the high 
working range limit. The 
working range is defined in 
object 0x80n8 sub-objects 
0x13 and 0x14.

0x05 Position < work 
area low limit1)

Position smaller than the low 
working range limit.

0x06 Cam state 11) Cam switch 1 activated. For 
settings, see 0x80_8 sub-
object 0x01, 0x02, 0x15, 0x16 
and 0x17.

0x07 Cam state 21) Cam switch 2 activated. For 
settings, see 0x80_8 sub-
object 0x03, 0x04, 0x18, 0x19 
and 0x1A.

0x08 Cam state 31) Cam switch 3 activated. For 
settings, see 0x80_8 sub-
object 0x05, 0x06, 0x1B, 
0x1C and 0x1D.

4 Configuration (continued)

0x09 Cam state 41) Cam switch 4 activated. For 
settings, see 0x80_8 sub-
object 0x07, 0x08, 0x1E, 0x1F 
and 0x20.

Basic configuration parameters (0x8000 to 0x80F0)
Generally, object 0x8000 contains the parameters for 
magnet 1, 0x8010 those for magnet 2, 0x8020 those for 
magnet 3, etc. and 0x80F0 the parameters for magnet 16.
Subindex 0x01 controls the measuring direction reversal. 
In the delivery state, the null point is on the beginning of 
the measuring range facing the plug side. If this Boolean1) 
is set to 1, the null point is shifted by the nominal length to 
the end of the measuring range and the measuring 
direction is reversed.
Subindex 0x11 specifies the device type within the profile, 
allowing positioning systems, for example, that are suitable 
for various transducers to detect the special sensor type.
Subindex 0x12 and 0x13 specify the sensor resolution. 
The BTL7-V50E-... always has a resolution of 0 multi-turn 
bits (0x13) and 32 single-turn bits (0x12). Though these 
parameters are writeable according to the profile, the 
values themselves cannot be changed since only 0 and 32 
are accepted as entries.

Position resolution (subindices 0x16 and 0x17)
The physical basic resolution of the sensor is 1 µm (see 
object 0x90x8, subindex 0x12). The measured value is 
multiplied by the position scaling numerator and then 
divided by the position scaling denominator. These are 
integer operations, i.e. the values are rounded during 
conversion, possibly resulting in a reduction of the 
resolution.

Velocity resolution (subindices 0x18 and 0x19)
The physical basic resolution of the velocity is 0.1 mm/s 
(100000 nm/s, see object 0x90_8, subindex 0x13). This is 
multiplied by the value of the speed scaling numerator 
(subindex 0x18) and divided by the speed scaling 
denominator (subindex 0x19). These calculations are also 
integers and, thus, rounding errors can occur.

Configuration parameters (0x8008 to 0x80F8)
Object 0x8008 contains the parameters for magnet 1, 
0x8018 those for magnet 2, 0x8028 those for magnet 3, 
etc. and 0x80F8 the parameters for magnet 16.
Sub-indices 0x01 to 0x08 and 0x15 to 0x20 pertain to the 
cams and are described in detail in “Switching points/
cams” on page 13.
The offset value (subindex 0x12) is added to the scaled 
position value. It is specified in the currently set position 
resolution that results from object 0x80_0, sub-indices 
0x16 and 0x17 and can also have negative values. 
Subindices 0x13 and 0x14 specify the low and high limit of 
the working range. The working range can by defined by 
the user if, for example, positioning is to take place only 
within certain limits. If the working range is exceeded, the 
assigned flags for the working range status are set 

1) BOOL is transmitted in the BYTE data type. The value 0 corresponds to 

FALSE and the value 1 TRUE.
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(0x60_0, subindices 0x04 and 0x05). If the corresponding 
magnet is above the high limit, the subindex 0x04 is set to 
TRUE1). If the magnet is below the range specified as the 
low limit, this is displayed via subindex 0x05:

0x01 Cam11) enable: cam switch 1 is activated with 
this bit.

0x02 Cam11) polarity negative: if this bit is set, the 
output is inverted.

0x03 Cam21) enable: cam switch 2 is activated with 
this bit.

0x04 Cam21) polarity negative: if this bit is set, the 
output is inverted.

0x05 Cam31) enable: cam switch 3 is activated with 
this bit.

0x06 Cam31) polarity negative: if this bit is set, the 
output is inverted.

0x07 Cam41) enable: cam switch 4 is activated with 
this bit.

0x08 Cam41) polarity negative: if this bit is set, the 
output is inverted.

0x12 Offset Value: the offset value is added to the 
position value. Negative values are possible.

0x13 Work area low limit: low limit of the working 
range. If beyond low limit, 0x60_8 sub-object 4 
is set.

0x14 Work area high limit: high limit of the working 
range. If exceeded, 0x60_8 sub-object 4 is set.

0x15 Cam1 low limit: low limit of cam 1. For details, 
see the next section.

0x16 Cam1 high limit: high limit of cam 1. For details, 
see the next section.

0x17 Cam1 hysteresis: hysteresis of cam 1. For 
details, see the next section.

0x18 Cam2 low limit: low limit of cam 2. For details, 
see the next section.

0x19 Cam2 high limit: high limit of cam 2. For details, 
see the next section.

0x1A Cam2 hysteresis: hysteresis of cam 2. For 
details, see the next section.

0x1B Cam3 low limit: low limit of cam 3. For details, 
see the next section.

0x1C Cam3 high limit: high limit of cam 3. For details, 
see the next section.

0x1D Cam3 hysteresis: hysteresis of cam 3. For 
details, see the next section.

0x1E Cam4 low limit: low limit of cam 4. For details, 
see the next section.

4 Configuration (continued)

0x1F Cam4 high limit: high limit of cam 4. For details, 
see the next section.

0x20 Cam4 hysteresis: hysteresis of cam 4. For 
details, see the next section.

Switching points/cams
The BTL7-V50E-... can additionally be used as a cam 
switch. For this, there are four cams available per magnet. 
The cam function is set over various subindices in object 
0x80_8. The status of the cam appears in objects 0x60_8, 
sub-objects 0x06 to 0x09. 
If a cam is to be used, it must first be activated via Cam 
enable1) (subindices 0x01, 0x03, 0x05 and 0x07 for cams 
1 to 4)1) by setting it to 1. 
Whether a bit is set or deleted with an activated cam 
depends on the polarity of the cam (see below). In the 
standard setting, the bit is set when the cam is activated. 
The polarity can be changed via subindices 0x02, 0x04, 
0x06 and 0x08.
The low switching threshold, the high switching threshold 
and the hysteresis can also be programmed individually for 
each cam. If the magnet is between the high and low 
switching threshold, while taking hysteresis into account, 
the cam is active and the assigned flag is switched.

Fig. 4-5: 

PositionLow Limit High Limit

CAM
Aktiv

CAM
Inaktiv

Standard function of a cam

Figures 4-5 display the standard function of a cam that will 
be obtained if hysteresis and polarity are left at zero. If the 
magnet is between the low limit and the high limit, the cam 
is active and the corresponding bit in the status register is 
set to high (1). 
The low limit is set in object 0x80_8 in the subindices 0x15 
(Cam1), 0x18 (Cam2), 0x1B (Cam3) and 0x1E (Cam4).
Similarly, the high limit is set in object 0x80_8 in the 
subindices 0x16 (Cam1), 0x19 (Cam2), 0x1C (Cam3) and 
0x1F (Cam4).
By setting the corresponding BOOLEAN (0x80_8 
subindices 0x02 (Cam1), 0x04 (Cam2), 0x06 (Cam3) and 
0x08 (Cam4)), the behavior of the cam is inverted. If the 
cam polarity is kept at FALSE, TRUE is output in the 
corresponding cam status register for the activated cam.

1) BOOL is transmitted in the BYTE data type. The value 0 corresponds to 

FALSE and the value 1 TRUE.
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Fig. 4-6: 

PositionLow Limit High Limit

CAM
Aktiv

CAM
Inaktiv

Cam high limit value

If a high enough value for the high limit is selected or the 
default value is kept so that it is outside of the measuring 
range, there is only one switching threshold. Conversely, it 
is only possible to work with the high limit threshold.

Fig. 4-7: 

PositionLow Limit

CAM
Aktiv

CAM
Inaktiv

Only low threshold set

Fig. 4-8: 

Low Limit High Limit

CAM
Aktiv

CAM
Inaktiv

Hysterese Hysterese

Position

Beyond low or high limit for cam status

If the cam is approached, it is activated if the low or high 
limits are exceeded. The hysteresis is not considered until 
it is activated. The cam status is not returned to passive 
until the high limit plus hysteresis or low limit minus 
hysteresis is passed.
The hysteresis is set in object 0x80_0 in the subindices 
0x17 (Cam1), 0x1A (Cam2), 0x1D (Cam3) and 0x20 
(Cam4). 0x8000 is assigned to magnet 1, 0x8010 to 
magnet 2, etc.
When starting data evaluation (the initial determination of 
the cam status), the cam is switched to active for positions 
between the low limit and high limit. For positions outside 
this value range, the cam is set to inactive.

The cam evaluation is only active when the 
corresponding cam object is also mapped in 
the input data. This is the case when a module 
with a cam has been inserted and the BTL7-
V50E-... is in the Safe-Op or Op state. In all 
other cases, only the cam 0x00 is output in 
object 0x60*8 instead of the cams in subindices 
0x06 to 0x09 Cam State.

Modular device profile (0xF000, 0xF030, 0xF050)
These entries are managed automatically by the System 
Manager. The data here has no importance to the user. 
However, the entries can be saved if a controller is to use 
this data permanently (see “Saving and resetting 
parameters (0x1010 and 0x1011)” on page 9).

4 Configuration (continued)

Data entered here do not directly influence the function of 
the sensor, which receives the operating parameters from 
the sent PDO entries that the controller sends in the start 
phase.
Object 0xF000 specifies the index jump between two 
modules, which is 0x10, meaning that object 0x6000 is 
assigned to module 1 and object 0x6010 to module 2.
Object 0xF030 contains the configured modules as they 
are transmitted by the controller. This, however, has no 
effect on the function.
Object 0xF050 displays the same data as 0xF030. Here, 
free slots are marked with null entries. These entries do not 
affect device function either.

Emergency error messages
The current error status can be accessed in object 0x1001 
Error Register. Each error is also sent as an emergency 
message from the BTL to the EtherCAT Master. If an error 
is reset, an additional emergency telegram is sent. The 
emergency message consists of 8 bytes.

Byte

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Emergency 
Error Code

Error 
Regi-
ster

Error Code Reser-
ved

High 
Byte

Low 
Byte

Low Word High Word

Error Code Error 
Regi-
ster

Additional  
Error Code

0x00 0x00 0x00

4.5 Error messages

Error code Meaning

Error 
Code

Additional 
Error 
Code

0x0000 0x0000 BTL is ready for operation/error-free

0x10.. 0x0000 General error

0x42.. 0x0000 Internal device temperature error

0x0000 0x0006 Magnet in measuring range

0x0000 0x0008 Magnet 1 in measuring range

0x0000 0x0108 Magnet 2 in measuring range

0x0000 0x0208 Magnet 3 in measuring range

0x0000 0x0n08 Magnet (n-1) in measuring range

0x0000 0x0F08 Magnet 16 in measuring range

0x9000 0x0006 No magnet in measuring range or 
number of magnets is incorrect

0x9000 0x0008 Magnet 1 outside measuring range

0x9000 0x0108 Magnet 2 outside measuring range

0x9000 0x0208 Magnet 3 outside measuring range

0x9000 0x0n08 Magnet (n-1) outside measuring range

0x9000 0x0F08 Magnet 16 outside measuring range

BTL7-V50 E-...
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4 Configuration (continued)

SDO abort 
code

Description

0x06010001 Write–only entry (index cannot be read, only 
written)

0x06010002 Read–only entry (index cannot be written, only 
read)

0x06020000 Object does not exist - incorrect index

0x06040041 The index cannot be mapped to a PDO

0x06040042 The number of mapped objects exceeds the 
capacity of the PDO

0x06040043 Parameter is incompatible (incorrect data 
format)

0x06090011 Subindex does not exist

0x06090030 Value exceeds a limit value

0x06090031 Value is too large

0x06090032 Value is too small

0x06090036 The maximum value is smaller than the 
minimum value

0x08000000 General error

0x08000020 Data cannot be read or saved - error 
accessing the data

0x08000021 Data cannot be read or saved

0x08000022 Data cannot be read or saved in the current 
state

4.6 Operating modes

The sensor can be operated in two modes:
1. Asynchronously
2. Synchronously to a DC Sync0 event

4.6.1 Asynchronous mode

In asynchronous mode, transducer BTL7-V50E-... 
functions at its own clocking which is completely 
independent of external influences. The sensor calculates 
its minimum possible cycle time using the set 
configurations (e.g. number of magnets, mapped objects, 
etc.) and chooses this as its clock period. The clock period 
can be read out in ns in the CoE object 0x1C33 subindex 
0x02. The cycle time cannot be read out until the Safe-Op 
state since the configuration is not activated until the state 
switches from Pre-Op to Safe-Op.

Asynchronous operation is activated by activating the “free 
run” mode, which can be selected in the TwinCAT System 
Manager in the DC tab.

Fig. 4-9: Activating “free run” mode

4.6.2 Synchronous mode

EtherCAT devices implement high-precision timing in 
hardware, in the EtherCAT Slave Controller more precisely. 
The name of the EtherCAT synchronization mechanism, 
“Distributed Clocks” (DC), is based on this. Generally, the 
first DC device after the master is used as a reference 
clock to which all other devices are synchronized. This 
includes the equalization of the various clock start times 
including that of the master and delay via cable and 
hardware. Thanks to the uniform time base created in this 
manner, applications that are to output or read data at the 
same time and synchronously on multiple devices, can be 
implemented. With this mechanism, highly precise drive or 
measurement technology applications have a time base 
with a deviation of well below 1µs.

In synchronous mode, the sensor synchronizes with the 
Sync0 signal, which is derived from the reference interval. 
The first slave in the network is the Sync Clock Master. It 
generates the Distributed Master Clock signal to which all 
other slaves are synchronized and with whose aid they 
generate the Sync0 signal. This means that, normally, a 
measurement of the position data is triggered at the time 
of the Sync0 signal. In the following query of the position 
data, the position is output at the time of the Sync0 signal. 
Synchronization can be shifted by a shift time which can 
be set in the controller to, for example, apply a runtime 
offset compensation in the machine. Additionally, the 
sensor also allows the time of measurement to be shifted 
internally by the Synco0 signal by setting an input shift 
time. The measurement is offset by the shift time plus the 
input shift time. The input shift time can only be set to a 
positive number; a measurement before the Sync0 signal 
is not possible.

Setting the cycle time
Unlike asynchronous mode, in synchronous mode the 
desired cycle time can be set by the user. The cycle time 
of the Sync0 must, however, be at least the same size or 
larger than the minimum possible cycle time in the BTL7-
V50E-... so that it can complete measurement within the 
timeframe. As in asynchronous mode, the minimum cycle 
time is calculated using the configuration (the mapping). It 
can be read out in object 0x1C33 subindex 0x05. The time 
is indicated in ns and is available from the Safe-Op state.

The minimum cycle time depends on some parameters, 
for example the number of mapped objects, magnets and 
additional settings that increase the processing time. Each 
mapped object increases the cycle time. This is why only 
the objects which are actually required should be mapped 
in order to achieve a shorter cycle time.

Since the algorithm is relatively complex, it is easiest to 
have the BTL calculate the cycle time after the mapping is 
configured. To do so, the BTL7-V50E-... must simply be 
set to the Safe-Op state. The minimum cycle time can be 
read out of CoE object 0x1C33 subindex 0x05. The 
following formula can be used to roughly calculate the 
minimum cycle time.

BTL7-V50 E-...
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4 Configuration (continued)

The pure computing times that are required to evaluate the 
measured values and the desired features are listed in the 
following table. In the table, it is assumed that the same 
module is used for all magnets.

Tcalc/µs  

for module
Number of magnets

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 FMM

Position and State 777 814 851 888 925 962 999 1251 1288 1325 1362 1399 1436 1473 1510 1547 1547

Position, Velocity and 

State

793 846 899 952 1220 1273 1326 1379 1432 1485 1538 1591 1644 1697 1750 1803 1803

Position, Velocity, 

State and CAM

813 886 959 1247 1320 1393 1466 1539 1612 1685 1758 1831 1904 1977 2265 2338 2338

Position, Velocity, 

State and Workarea

803 866 929 992 1270 1333 1396 1459 1522 1585 1648 1711 1774 1837 1900 1963 1963

Position, Velocity, 

State, CAM and 

Workarea

823 906 989 1287 1370 1453 1536 1619 1702 1785 1868 1951 2249 2332 2415 2498 2498

BTL7-V50E-Mnnnn-…

Nominal length/mm Tsignal/µs

0025 ≤ nnnn ≤ 0250 130

0251 ≤ nnnn ≤ 0600 260

0601 ≤ nnnn ≤ 1300 510

1301 ≤ nnnn ≤ 2700 1010

2701 ≤ nnnn ≤ 5500 2010

5501 ≤ nnnn ≤ 7620 2750

Calculation formulas for minimal cycle time Tmin:

For 1 magnet:
If Tcalc < Tsignal: Tmin = 2 x Tsignal

If Tcalc > Tsignal: Tmin = Tsignal + Tcalc

For 2 or more magnets:
If Tcalc < 2x Tsignal: Tmin = 3 x Tsignal

If Tcalc > 2 x Tsignal: Tmin = Tsignal + Tcalc

Examples:

BTL7-V50E-M0500-P-C001
5 magnets with the module “Position, Velocity and State” 
inserted
 – Tcalc from table: 1220 µs
 – Nominal length 500 mm resulting in:  

Tsignal = 260 µs

 – Tcalc > 2 x TSignal 
Tmin = Tsignal + Tcalc = 260 µs + 1220 µs = 1480 µs

BTL7-V50E-M3000-P-C001
4 magnets with the module “Position and State” inserted
 – Tcalc from table: 888 µs
 – Nominal length 3000 mm resulting in:  

Tsignal = 2010 µs

 – Tcalc < 2 x Tsignal

Tmin = 3 x Tsignal = 3 x 2010 µs = 6030 µs

BTL7-V50 E-...
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4 Configuration (continued)

Setting the sync shift (input shift)
With the input shift time, it is possible to delay the point in 
time when the measurement is triggered after the Sync0 
signal. The times are shown in the figure.

Fig. 4-10: 

start of measurement, 
converting, output

Cycle Time
Sync0 Sync0

input shift
Time min cycle Time

Shifting the Sync0 signal

The maximum input shift time can be the cycle time – min. 
cycle time. If a larger value is set, the configuration is 
rejected while switching the state from Pre-Op to Safe-Op.
The input shift time is specified in ns in object 0x1C33, 
subindex 0x03.

Activating synchronous mode
Synchronous mode can be activated in the “DC” tab in the 
TwinCAT System Manager by selecting “DCSync0”.

Fig. 4-11: Activating synchronous mode

Further settings can be made under “Advanced 
Settings…”.

Fig. 4-12: Activating synchronous mode – additional settings

The cycle time and a shift time can be set, among other 
things. The shift time must not be confused with the input 
shift time (see section “4.6.2 Synchronous mode”). So that 
the sensor can work synchronously, Sync0 must be active, 
i.e. the checkbox next to “Enable SYNC 0” must be 
checked.

BTL7-V50 E-...
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This chapter is intended for users who do not 
have any experience with TwinCAT®. Advanced 
users can skip section 5.

  DANGER
Uncontrolled system movement
When starting up, if the position measuring system is part 
of a closed loop system whose parameters have not yet 
been set, the system may perform uncontrolled 
movements. This could result in personal injury and 
equipment damage.

 ► The system must be taken out of operation before 
configuration.

 ► Persons must keep away from the system's 
hazardous zones.

 ► Startup must be performed only by trained technical 
personnel.

 ► Observe the safety instructions of the equipment or 
system manufacturer.

TwinCAT® is a software PLC that runs on a Windows PC. It 
is a multi-PLC system with up to four independent PLCs, 
NC axis control, programming environment, and operator 
station. TwinCAT® substitutes for common PLC and NC/
CNC controllers, as well as operating units. The 
programming environment may run on the same PC as the 
PLC. Special industry PC modules with an appropriate 
license may also be used as the PLC PC. The TwinCAT® 
system is described in detail on the Beckhoff website 
(www.beckhoff.de). There, you can also browse or 
download the Beckhoff Information System, which is a 
reference for the TwinCAT® system and all Beckhoff 
products.

5.1 Terms and definitions related to TwinCAT®

TwinCAT® System Manager is the programming software 
to configure the hardware.

TwinCAT® PLC Control is the programming software to 
create and debug the PLC software.

The programming PC is the PC (programming device) 
used to work with the programming software (System 
Manager and System PLC Control).

The target system is the PC on which the TwinCAT® 
Software PLC is running. The target system can be 
separate from the programming device. This is usually the 
case, since the target system is often a 19" industrial PC 
with TwinCAT® runtime license (without development 
environment). The programming device and target system 
can also run on the same PC. This configuration is usually 
used under laboratory conditions.

5 Software example in TwinCAT®

Check whether your target system fulfills the requirements 
of the TwinCAT® PLC, otherwise trouble-free real-time 
operation cannot be ensured!

The target system is subdivided into the system 
configuration, PLC configuration, and I/O configuration. 

Basic operation settings for the TwinCAT® software PLC 
are made in the system configuration, such as the real-
time settings.

The PLC configuration mainly contains the PLC programs 
that are written using System PLC Protocol.

The devices (interfaces) and boxes (including the 
transducer) are inserted in the I/O configuration. All of the 
entries and actions described in the following are done in 
the programming PC, independent of the target system. 
The target system is controlled remotely by the 
programming device.

BTL7-V50 E-...
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6 Example project

A small example project will explain installation and 
programming with TwinCAT®. In this example, transducer 
BTL7-V50E-... is operated with two or more magnets. 
First, a check is performed to determine if both magnets 
are OK. If not, b_Error is set to TRUE. Then a stored offset 
value is added to the position value 1 in the user memory 
and a check is performed as to whether the result is larger 
than 147123. Normally, an offset value can also be 
assigned to a magnet via 0x80_0, subindex 0x12, but 
here, the example is to demonstrate the use of the user 
memory.
Finally, the cam 1 of magnet 2 is checked. If one of the 
two conditions is fulfilled, b_Match is set to TRUE.
In this example, the controller is a Beckhoff C6925 that is 
connected to the programming computer via an Ethernet 
connection. The second Ethernet interface of the C6925 is 
configured as an EtherCAT® device.
However, the example project works just as well on a 
normal PC with TwinCAT® license and suitable network 
card.

Fig. 6-1: Example program in TwinCAT®

BTL7-V50 E-...
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6.1 Operating the TwinCAT® system

TwinCAT® can be controlled using the TwinCAT® icon in the 
taskbar. The menu appears if you left-click on the 
TwinCAT® icon. The programs can also be opened via the 
Windows start menu as an alternative.

Fig. 6-2: TwinCAT® properties

If the program has been successfully saved and compiled 
(menu “Project > Build”), a project info file (*.tpy) will be 
automatically generated. This can be used to assign the 
input variables of the hardware in the System Manager.

6.2 Installation of the Device Description file (XML 
file)

A Device Description file must be installed in order for the 
System Manager to correctly recognize the BTLs. The XML 
file can be downloaded from www.balluff.de. It is copied 
to the TwinCAT® installation directory in the sub-folder “\Io\
EtherCAT” in the programming PC.

6.3 Hardware configuration in the System 
Manager

The TwinCAT® system must be in config mode in order to 
configure the hardware. This can be recognized by the 
blue field in the bottom right corner. If the system is not in 
config mode, it can be changed to this mode using the 
menu “Actions > Set/Reset TwinCAT® to Config mode...”.

6.3.1 Selecting the remote system

If the target system and programming PC are identical, 
please continue with section “6.3.2 Searching for devices” 
on page 21.

If you are using two different systems, the target system 
must first be selected in the menu “Actions > Choose 
Target System...” .

6 Example project (continued)

Fig. 6-3: Target system selection

In Fig. 6-3, the top line represents the programming PC 
and the bottom line a remote PC. Once this has been 
selected, you can see the address of the remote system 
and operating state of the TwinCAT® PLC in red at the 
bottom edge of the window. If the latter is not in config 
mode, it must be switched to config mode using the icon 
circled in Fig. 6-4 in order to be able to search for devices.

BTL7-V50 E-...
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6 Example project (continued)

6.3.2 Searching for devices

First, the interface to EtherCAT® (one device) must be 
integrated. In a PC, this may be a network card or other 
interface supported by TwinCAT®. For details, please refer 
to the Beckhoff Information System. It is easiest if you let 
the System Manager search for all interfaces. To do this, all 
components must be connected and ready for operation. 
Right-click on “I/O devices” and select “Search for 
devices”. A message will appear stating that not all device 
types will be automatically detected. Acknowledge this 
message with OK.

Fig. 6-4: Search for device

A list will appear with all of the detected devices 
(interfaces). Select the EtherCAT® interface the transducer 
is connected to.

A suitable network card (device 1) has been found in the 
example. After this is confirmed with OK, “Scan for new 
boxes?” appears. If you select “Yes” here, all of the 
components detected in the system will be added to the 
I/O devices.

BTL7-V50 E-...
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6 Example project (continued)

After clicking on “Box 8 (BTL7EtherCAT)”, a menu will 
appear in the top right of the help window where you can 
make further settings (see Fig. 6-5). The online values of 
the slave’s process data are shown in the bottom right of 
the window. The current position value can be seen here.
You can change the device name “Box 8 (BTL7 EtherCAT)” 
and add a comment in the “General” tab.
Further settings can be made, including changing the 
EtherCAT® address, in the EtherCAT tab. The behavior, 
e.g. tests and watchdog, can be set under “Advanced 
Settings...”.
The operating state of the device can be set in the Online 
tab. In normal operation, a slave is automatically set to OP 
(operational) by the controller.

Fig. 6-5: Search for boxes

A suitable network card (device 1) has been found in the 
example, see “Fig. 6-4: Search for device” on page 21. 
After this is confirmed with OK, “Scan for new boxes?” 
appears. If you select “Yes” here, all of the components 
detected in the system will be added to the I/O devices. In 
Fig. 6-5, the BTL7-V11E... has been detected as box 8. 
Furthermore, another terminal EK1100 is in the network.
The “Activate Free Run” prompt appears. Once you are 
certain that the machine is in a safe state, this can be 
confirmed with “Yes”. The sensor data can be checked in 
free run operation. 

BTL7-V50 E-...
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6 Example project (continued)

6.3.3 Configuration as a modular device

Transducer BTL7-V50E-... is designed as a modular 
device. Every possible magnet is designed as a virtual slot 
where the input data is configured by inserting various 
modules. This type of configuration is obviously quicker, 
clearer, simpler and therefore more fail-safe than mapping 
individual parameters. Manual mapping is, however, still 
possible.
First, click on the BTL7-V50E-... symbol and then the Slots 
tab. 18 slots can be seen in the left field. If a slot is clicked 
on, the corresponding module appears in the right field. By 
clicking on a module and on the arrow, the data for this 
magnet is already configured (see Fig. 6-6).

Fig. 6-6: Configuration as a modular device

If no data is to be selected from a magnet, the 
corresponding slot is simply left empty. The only 
requirement is that the number of magnets used must be 
be set in the slot “Magnet Number” at any rate (see 
“Magnet configuration” on page 10).
Below the list of slots, there is another checkbox, 
“Download Slot Configuration”. This checkbox has no 
effect on the operation of the BTL7-V50E.... If this box is 
checked off, the slot configuration is loaded in objects 
0xF030 and 0xF050. If the box is not checked off, both of 
these objects are filled with zeros. The BTL7-V50E-... does 
not consider the data from these objects. Rather, it 
evaluates the Sync Manager configuration which is 
transmitted between Pre-Op and Safe-Op by the master 
during state transition. This configuration is dependent on 
the module configuration and contains all relevant data for 
operating the BTL7-V50E-....
Data not assigned to any specific magnets, such as the 
temperature, can be found in the “Device” slot.

BTL7-V50 E-...
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6 Example project (continued)

6.3.4 Mapping further parameters

All relevant BTL7-V50E-... input data can be configured 
according to the method described above for output. 
Further data can also be mapped. The object number, 
subindex and file size in bits are required for this.
Let us take a 32-bit value from the user-specific memory 
as an example (see “Storage area for the user (0x2F01)” on 
page 10). An offset of a system part could be stored in 
this DINT, for example, that is to be considered while the 
position is being determined.

Fig. 6-7: Mapping further parameters

An index from the PDO list is selected; the mapping entries 
can then be seen in the lower window. A maximum of 
5 parameters can be mapped per module. A name is 
assigned, an index and subindex specified and the bit 
length is either indicated directly or selected via the data 
type.

Linking to the PLC program
The connection between the hardware and previously 
written PLC program is established by right-clicking on 
“PLC - Configuration” and then on “Append PLC 
project...”. Select the project info file (*.TPY) that was 
generated by the PLC Control program during translation.
The variable can now be linked. To do this, right-click on 
position 1, select “Change Link…” and select the target 
variable, see Fig. 6-6.

BTL7-V50 E-...
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Fig. 6-8: Links to the PLC program

Further variables can be linked in the same manner. Once 
all of the required variables have been linked, select the 
menu item “Activate Configuration...” in the “Actions” 
menu and confirm the prompts that follow. This will 
generate a download information file ending with *.ri that 
contains the links. The download information file in the PLC 
Control program is read in manually in the “Project > Load 
download information” menu. Then select “Online > Login”. 
If the download information has not been loaded yet, a 
prompt will appear asking if you want to load the new 
variable assignment. The program is started with 
“Online > Run” and the variables can be observed.

Fig. 6-9: Running program

For more information on further data processing or 
visualization of data, please see the Beckhoff Information 
System.

6 Example project (continued)
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6 Example project (continued)

6.3.5 Operation with controllers that do not support 
modular devices

Some controllers cannot support modular device profiles 
directly. Since all parameters required for operating the 
BTL7-V50E-… are ultimately parameterized via the CoE 
object directory, the transducer can also be operated on 
these controllers. For this, we recommend the following 
procedure:
 
First, the number of magnets is configured in object 3000 
with a configurator (see section “Magnet configuration” on 
page 10). Then other user-specific settings such as 
offsets, cams, etc. are made.
 
The procedure is then continued depending on the 
possibilities of the configuration program used. A 
procedure such as the one described in section “6.3.4 
Mapping further parameters” on page 24 can be used. If 
this is not an option, mapping can also be completed via 
the CoE directory.
 
For this, begin with PDO 0x1A00. Enter the desired objects 
for the input data. Each entry is a UDINT, an unsigned 
32-bit value. If this is written as a hexadecimal, the four-
digit object number comes first in every entry, then the 
two-digit subindex number and finally, the data size in bits 
in the last two digits (see “Mapping lists for process data 
TxPDO (1A00 to 1A0F)”).

Fig. 6-10: Mapping entry

It is important that the number of subindices of object 
0x1A00 is set to 0 at first. Then the individual mapping 
entries are entered in sequence. After this information is 
entered, it cannot yet be read! The entries must be made 
“blind”. As a last step, index 0 of 0x1A00 is set to the 
number of occupied mapping entries. A maximum of 14 
entries can be mapped in 0x1A00. An additional 14 entries 
can be made in objects 0x1A01 to 0x1A10 allowing a total 
of up to 238 entries to be mapped.

In order for these settings to be stored permanently in the 
device, they must also be saved (see “Saving and resetting 
parameters (0x1010 and 0x1011)” on page 9).

BTL7-V50 E-...
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7 Appendix

7.1 Object directory

Index Default Name Data type Access Description

0x1000 0x00 Device type UDINT ro 5001 Device type (Modular Device Profile)

0x1001 0x00 Error register BYTE ro Bit 0: Generic error 
Bit 1: Not used (0) 
Bit 2: Not used (0)  
Bit 3: Temperature error 
Bit 7 … 4: Not used (0)

0x1008 0x00 Manufacturer device 
name

STRING ro - Name of the Device

0x1009 0x00 Manufacturer hardware 
version

STRING ro - Hardware Version

0x100A 0x00 Manufacturer software 
version

STRING ro - Software Version

0x1010 0x00 Store parameter BYTE ro 4 Number of store options

0x01 Save all parameters UDINT rw 1 Read: 
Bit 0: Device saves parameters on command 
(supported: 1) 
Bit 1: Device saves parameters autonomously 
(not supported: 0) 
Bit 2…31: Not used (0) 
Write: 
The current settings of all parameters are stored 
by writing 0x65766173 ('save').

0x02 Save communication 
parameters

UDINT rw 1 Read: 
See above. 
Write: 
The current settings of communication 
parameters (0x1000 … 0x1FFF) is started by 
writing of 0x65766173 ('save').

0x03 Save application 
parameters

UDINT rw 1 Read: 
See above. 
Write: 
The current settings of of application 
parameters (0x6000 … 0xFFFF) is started by 
writing of 0x65766173 ('save').

0x04 Save manufacturer def 
parameters

UDINT rw 1 Read: 
See above. 
Write: 
The current settings of of manufacturer defined 
parameters (0x2000 … 0x5FFF) is started  by 
writing of 0x65766173 ('save').

0x1011 0x00 Restore parameter  BYTE ro 4 Number of restore options

0x01 Restore all parameters UDINT rw 1 Read: 
Bit 0: Device supports restoring of parameters 
Bit 1..31: Not used (0) 
Write: 
Restore (setting to factory defaults) of all 
parameters is started by writing of 0x64616F6C 
('load').

0x02 Restore communication 
parameters

UDINT rw 1 Read: 
See above. 
Write: 
Restore of communication parameters  0x1000 
… 0x1FFF is started by writing of 0x64616F6C 
('load').

BTL7-V50 E-...
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Index Default Name Data type Access Description

0x03 Restore application 
parameters

UDINT rw 1 Read: 
See above. 
Write: 
Restore (setting to factory defaults) of 
application parameters 0x6000 … 0xFFFF is 
started by writing of 0x64616F6C ('load').

0x04 Restore manufacturer 
def params

UDINT rw 1 Read: 
See above. 
Write: 
Restore (setting to factory defaults) of 
manufacturer defined parameters 0x2000 … 
0x5FFF is started  by writing of 0x64616F6C 
('load').

0x1018 0x00 Identity BYTE ro 4 Device identity information

0x01 Vendor ID UDINT ro 0x010000E8 Vendor ID of Balluff

0x02 Product code UDINT ro 0x00000021 Product Code

0x03 Revision number UDINT ro - Version Number

0x04 Serial number UDINT ro - Serial Number 

0x1A00 0x00 TxPDO 1 BYTE rw Mapping list magnet 1. 
See section 6.3.4.

0x01 1A00:01 UDINT First Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x02 1A00:02 UDINT Second Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

n 1A00:0n UDINT Mapping Entry n 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x0E 1A00:0E UDINT Mapping Entry 14 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x1A01 0x00 TxPDO 2 BYTE rw Mapping list magnet 2. 
See section 6.3.4.

0x01 1A00:01 UDINT First Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x02 1A00:02 UDINT Second Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

n 1A00:0n UDINT Mapping Entry n 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x0E 1A00:0E UDINT Mapping Entry 14 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

7 Appendix (continued)
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Index Default Name Data type Access Description

0x1A0n 0x00 TxPDO x BYTE rw Mapping list magnet n+1. 
See section 6.3.4.

0x01 1A00:01 UDINT First Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x02 1A00:02 UDINT Second Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

n 1A00:0n UDINT Mapping Entry n 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0X0E 1A00:05 UDINT Mapping Entry 14 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x1A0F 0x00 TxPDO 16 BYTE rw Mapping list magnet 16. 
See section 6.3.4.

0x01 1A00:01 UDINT First Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x02 1A00:02 UDINT Second Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

n 1A00:0n UDINT Mapping Entry n 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x0E 1A00:0E UDINT Mapping Entry 14 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x1A10 0x00 TxPDO Slot 17(Device) BYTE rw Mapping list for device. 
See section 6.3.4.

0x01 1A00:01 UDINT First Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x02 1A00:02 UDINT Second Mapping entry 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

n 1A00:0n UDINT Mapping Entry n 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

0x0E 1A00:0E UDINT Mapping Entry 14 
Bit 0..7: Data Size in Bits 
Bit 8...15: Subindex 
Bit 16…31: Object

7 Appendix (continued)
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Index Default Name Data type Access Description

0x1C00 0x00 Sync manager 
communication type

BYTE ro 4 Number of Entries

0x01 Sync manager 0 BYTE ro 1 Is used by master automatically - no user 
information

0x02 Sync manager 1 BYTE ro 2 Is used by master automatically - no user 
information

0x03 Sync manager 2 BYTE ro 3 Is used by master automatically - no user 
information

0x04 Sync manager 3 BYTE ro 4 Is used by master automatically - no user 
information

0x1C12 0x01 Sync manager 2 PDO 
assignment

WORD rw 0 Is used by master automatically - no user 
information

0x1C13 0x00 Sync manager 3 PDO 
assignment

BYTE rw 17 Number of Entries

0x01 TxPDO assign 1 WORD rw Is used by master automatically - no user 
information

0x02 TxPDO assign 2 WORD rw Is used by master automatically - no user 
information

n TxPDO assign n WORD rw Is used by master automatically - no user 
information

0x12 TxPDO assign 17 WORD rw Is used by master automatically - no user 
information

0x1C33 0x00 Input sync manager 
parameter

BYTE ro 12 Number of Entries

0x01 Synchronization type WORD ro - 0x00: Free Run (not synchronized). 
0x02: DC Sync0 - synchronized with SYNC0 
event.

0x02 Cycle time UDINT ro - Free Run (Synchronisation type = 0x00): 
Time between two local timer events in ns. 
DC Sync0 (Synchronisation Type = 0x02): 
Sync0 cycle time (Register 0x9A3 … 0x9A0) in 
ns.

0x03 Shift time UDINT rw - Time between related event and the associated 
action (inputs valid hardware) in ns.

0x04 Synchronization types 
supported

WORD ro 0x27 Bit 0: Free Run supported = 1 
Bit 1: Synchronous supported = 1 
Bit 4 … 2: DC type supported: 001 = DC Sync0 
Bit 6,5: shift settings: 01 = Input shift with local 
timer (Shift time) 
Bit 13 ... 6: Reserved for future use 
Bit 14: Dynamic cycle times = 0 
Bit 15: Reserved = 0

0x05 Minimum cycle time UDINT ro - Minimum cycle time supported by the slave. 
(maximum duration time of the local cycle) in ns 
used in synchronous or DC mode.

0x06 Calc and copy time UDINT ro - Time needed by the application controller to 
copy the process data from the Sync Manager 
to the local memory and perform calculations 
before the data is sent to the process.

0x07 not supported UDINT ro not 
supported

No entry.

0x08 not supported WORD ro not 
supported

No entry.

7 Appendix (continued)
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Index Default Name Data type Access Description

0x09 not supported UDINT ro not 
supported

No entry.

0x0A not supported UDINT ro not 
supported

No entry.

0x0B not supported UDINT ro not 
supported

No entry.

0x0C Cycle time too small UDINT ro - This error counter is incremented when the 
cycle time is too small, so that the local cycle 
cannot be completed and input data cannot be 
provided before the next Sync Manger event. 
Used in synchronous or DC mode.

0x2901 0x00 Internal temperatures UDINT ro 5 Number of Entries

0x01 Actual temperature INT ro - Actual Internal Temperature / °C

0x02 Minimal temperature INT ro - Minimum Temperature since last Power-Up / °C

0x03 Maximal temperature INT ro - Maximum Temperature since last Power-Up / 
°C

0x04 Minimal life temperature INT ro - Minimum Live Time Temperature / °C

0x05 Maximal life temperature INT ro - Maximum Live Time Temperature / °C

0x2910 0x00 FMM timeout WORD rw 0 Errortime /ms in flexible magnet mode

0x2F01 0x00 User memory BYTE ro 8 Number of Entries

0x01 User 1 BYTE rw 0 Free variable for user purposes

0x02 User 2 BYTE rw 0 Free variable for user purposes

0x03 User 3 BYTE rw 0 Free variable for user purposes

0x04 User 4 WORD rw 0 Free variable for user purposes

0x05 User 5 WORD rw 0 Free variable for user purposes

0x06 User 6 UDINT rw 0 Free variable for user purposes

0x07 User 7 STRING rw '* Balluff.de 
++49/07158/ 
173370 *'

Free string for user purposes

0x08 User 8 STRING rw '* Balluff - 
more added 
value ! *'

Free string for user purposes

0x2FFF 0x00 Immediate user reset UDINT rw 0 Writing of a special code proceeds an 
immediate Reset. 
Please contact service, if you want to use this.

0x3000 0x00 Magnet number BYTE rw 1 Number of magnets (0 = Flexible magnet mode)

0x3015 0x00 Measurement state BYTE ro - Bit 0 ... 4: Number of detected Magnets
00000 : 0 Magnets
00001 : 1 Magnet
00010 : 2 Magnets
00011 : 3 Magnets
...
10000 : 16 Magnets

Bit 5 ... 6: Measurement Mode
00: Asynchronus
10: Synchonus

Bit 7: Measurement Error if set (1)

0x3020 0x00 Measurement counter UDINT ro - Increases for every measurement

0x3100 0x00 Emergency enable BYTE rw  FALSE Enables Emergency Messages, if it is set to 
TRUE (1)

0x4000 0x00 State log BYTE ro 16 Number of Entries
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Index Default Name Data type Access Description

0x01 State 1 STRING ro - Status code for debug and service purposes

n State n STRING ro - Status code for debug and service purposes

0x10 State 16 STRING ro - Status code for debug and service purposes

0x6000 0x00 Input data position 
marker 1

BYTE ro 20 Number of entries for magnet 1

0x01 Warning BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Internal Temperature too high

0x0E TxPDO state BOOL(BYTE)* ro - FALSE: OK; TRUE Magnet lost

0x0F Input cycle counter BIT2 ro - Increases each telegram

0x11 Position DINT ro - Position of magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x12 Raw position DINT ro - Position value magnet 1 without offset in µm

0x13 Speed DINT ro - Velocity of magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x18/0x19)

0x14 Raw speed DINT ro - Velocity Magnet 1 inn 0,1mm/s

0x6008 0x00 Input status data 
position marker 1

BYTE ro 9 Number of entries for magnet 1

0x01 Position marker failure BOOL(BYTE)* ro  - Sum error subobjects 2 to 6

0x02 Position marker out of 
range

BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Position out of calibrated range

0x03 Position marker lost BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Physical error (magnet lost)

0x04 Position > work area 
high limit

BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Position > Work area high limit (Obj 
0x8008:0x14)

0x05 Position < work area 
high limit

BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Position < Work area low limit (Obj. 
0x8008:0x13)

0x06 Cam state 1 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 1 enabled, if TRUE

0x07 Cam state 2 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 2 enabled, if TRUE

0x08 Cam state 3 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 3 enabled, if TRUE

0x09 Cam state 4 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 4 enabled, if TRUE

0x60n0 0x00 Input data position 
marker n

BYTE ro 20 Number of entries for magnet n+1

0x01 Warning BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Internal Temperature too high

0x0E TxPDO state BOOL(BYTE)* ro - FALSE: OK; TRUE Magnet lost

0x0F Input cycle counter BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Toggles each telegram

0x11 Position DINT ro - Position of magnet n+1  (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x12 Raw position DINT ro - Position value magnet n+1 without offset in µm

0x13 Speed DINT ro - Velocity of magnet n+1  (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x18/0x19)

0x14 Raw speed DINT ro - Velocity Magnet n+1 in 0,1mm/s

0x60n8 0x00 Input status data 
position marker n+1

BYTE ro 9 Number of entries for magnet n+1

0x01 Position marker failure BOOL(BYTE)* ro  - Sum error subobjects 2 to 6

0x02 Position marker out of 
range

BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Position out of calibrated range

0x03 Position marker lost BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Physical error (magnet lost)

0x04 Position > work area 
high limit

BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Position > Work area high limit (Obj 
0x80n8:0x14)

0x05 Position < work area 
high limit

BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Position < Work area low limit (Obj. 
0x80n8:0x13)
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Index Default Name Data type Access Description

0x06 Cam state 1 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 1 enabled, if TRUE

0x07 Cam state 2 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 2 enabled, if TRUE

0x08 Cam state 3 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 3 enabled, if TRUE

0x09 Cam state 4 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 4 enabled, if TRUE

0x60F0 0x00 Input data position 
marker 16

BYTE ro 20 Number of entries for magnet 16

0x01 Warning BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Internal Temperature too high

0x0E TxPDO state BOOL(BYTE)* ro - FALSE: OK; TRUE Magnet lost

0x0F Input cycle counter BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Toggles each telegram

0x11 Position DINT ro - Position of magnet 16  (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x12 Raw position DINT ro - Position value magnet 16 without offset in µm

0x13 Speed DINT ro - Velocity of magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x18/0x19)

0x14 Raw speed DINT ro - Velocity Magnet 16 inn 0,1mm/s

0x60F8 0x00 Input status data 
position marker 16

BYTE ro 9 Number of entries for magnet 16

0x01 Position marker failure BOOL(BYTE)* ro  - Sum error subobjects 2 to 6

0x02 Position marker out of 
range

BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Position out of calibrated range

0x03 Position marker lost BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Physical error (magnet lost)

0x04 Position > work area 
high limit

BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Position > Work area high limit (Obj 
0x80F0:0x14)

0x05 Position < work area 
high limit

BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Position < Work area low limit (Obj. 
0x80F0:0x13)

0x06 Cam state 1 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 1 enabled, if TRUE

0x07 Cam state 2 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 2 enabled, if TRUE

0x08 Cam state 3 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 3 enabled, if TRUE

0x09 Cam state 4 BOOL(BYTE)* ro - Magnet 1 Cam 4 enabled, if TRUE

0x8000 0x00 Basic configuration 
parameter position 
marker 1

BYTE ro 25 Number of Entries for Magnet 1

0x01 Invert feedback direction BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Counting direction: FALSE: Increasing from 
connector side

0x11 Device Type DINT ro 0x10 Device type (absolute linear encoder)

0x12 Singleturn bits USINT rw 0x20 Always 32! No other value will be accepted

0x13 Multiturn bits USINT rw 0x00 Always 0! No other value will be accepted

0x16 Position scaling factor 
numerator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Position = Raw position * numerator / 
denominator

0x17 Position scaling factor 
denominator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Position = aw position * numerator / 
denominator

0x18 Speed scaling factor 
numerator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Speed = Raw speed * numerator / denominator

0x19 Speed scaling factor 
denominator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Speed = Raw speed * numerator / denominator

0x8008 0x00 Configuration parameter 
position marker 1

ro 32 Number of Entries for Magnet n

0x01 Cam 1 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 1, of magnet 1, if it is set to TRUE

0x02 Cam 1 polarity neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 1 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE
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Index Default Name Data type Access Description

0x03 Cam 2 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 2, of magnet 1, if it is set to TRUE

0x04 Cam 2 polarity neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 2 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x05 Cam 3 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 3, of magnet 1, if it is set to TRUE

0x06 Cam 3 polarit neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 3 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x07 Cam 4 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 4, of magnet 1, if it is set to TRUE

0x08 Cam 4 polarity neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 4 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x12 Offset value DINT rw 0 Will be added to the position value  (resolution 
see 0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x13 Work area low limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Lower limit of work area of magnet 1 (resolution 
see 0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x14 Work area high limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Upper limit of work area of magnet 1 (resolution 
see 0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x15 Cam1 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 1 low limit magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x16 Cam1 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 1 high limit magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x17 Cam1 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 1 hysteresis magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x18 Cam2 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 2 low limit magnet 1(resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x19 Cam2 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 2 high limit magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x1A Cam2 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 2 hysteresis magnet 1(resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x1B Cam3 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 3 low limit magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x1C Cam3 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 3 high limit magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x1D Cam3 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 3 hysteresis magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x1E Cam4 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 4 low limit magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x1F Cam4 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 4 high limit magnet 1 (resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x20 Cam4 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 4 hysteresis magnet 1(resolution see 
0x8000:0x16/0x17)

0x80n0 0x00 Basic configuration 
parameter position 
marker n

BYTE ro 25 Number of Entries for Magnet n+1

0x01 Invert feedback direction BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Counting direction: FALSE: Increasing from 
connector side

0x11 Device Type DINT ro 0x10 Device type (absolute linear encoder)

0x12 Singleturn bits USINT rw 0x20 Always 32! No other value will be accepted

0x13 Multiturn bits USINT rw 0x00 Always 0! No other value will be accepted

0x16 Position scaling factor 
numerator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Position = Raw position * numerator / 
denominator

0x17 Position scaling factor 
denominator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Position = Raw position * numerator / 
denominator
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0x18 Speed scaling factor 
numerator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Speed = Raw speed * numerator / denominator

0x19 Speed scaling factor 
denominator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Speed = Raw speed * numerator / denominator

0x80n8 0x00 Configuration parameter 
position marker n

ro 32 Number of Entries for Magnet n+1

0x01 Cam 1 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 1, of magnet n+1, if it is set to 
TRUE

0x02 Cam 1 polarity neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 1 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x03 Cam 2 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 2, of magnet n+1, if it is set to 
TRUE

0x04 Cam 2 polarity neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 2 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x05 Cam 3 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 3, of magnet n+1, if it is set to 
TRUE

0x06 Cam 3 polarit neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 3 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x07 Cam 4 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 4, of magnet n+1, if it is set to 
TRUE

0x08 Cam 4 polarity neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 4 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x12 Offset value DINT rw 0 Will be added to the position value (resolution 
see 0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x13 Work area low limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Lower limit of work area of magnet n+1 
(resolution see 0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x14 Work area high limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Upper limit of work area of magnet n+1 
(resolution see 0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x15 Cam1 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 1 low limit magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x16 Cam1 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 1 high limit magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x17 Cam1 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 1 hysteresis magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x18 Cam2 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 2 low limit magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x19 Cam2 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 2 high limit magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x1A Cam2 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 2 hysteresis magnet n+1(resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x1B Cam3 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 3 low limit magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x1C Cam3 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 3 high limit magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x1D Cam3 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 3 hysteresis magnet n+1(resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x1E Cam4 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 4 low limit magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x1F Cam4 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 4 high limit magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)

0x20 Cam4 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 4 hysteresis magnet n+1 (resolution see 
0x80n0:0x16/0x17)
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0x80F0 0x00 Basic configuration 
parameter position 
marker 16

BYTE ro 25 Number of Entries for Magnet 16

0x01 Invert feedback direction BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Counting direction: FALSE: Increasing from 
connector side

0x11 Device Type DINT ro 0x10 Device type (absolute linear encoder)

0x12 Singleturn bits USINT rw 0x20 Always 32! No other value will be accepted

0x13 Multiturn bits USINT rw 0x00 Always 0! No other value will be accepted

0x16 Position scaling factor 
numerator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Position = Raw position * numerator / 
denominator

0x17 Position scaling factor 
denominator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Position = Raw position * numerator / 
denominator

0x18 Speed scaling factor 
numerator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Speed = Raw speed * numerator / denominator

0x19 Speed scaling factor 
denominator

UDINT rw 0x00000001 Speed = Raw speed * numerator / denominator

0x80F8 0x00 Configuration parameter 
position marker 16

ro 32 Number of Entries for Magnet 16

0x01 Cam 1 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 1, of magnet 16, if it is set to 
TRUE

0x02 Cam 1 polarity neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 1 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x03 Cam 2 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 2, of magnet 16, if it is set to 
TRUE

0x04 Cam 2 polarity neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 2 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x05 Cam 3 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 3, of magnet 16, if it is set to 
TRUE

0x06 Cam 3 polarit neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 3 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x07 Cam 4 enable BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Enables Cam 4, of magnet 16, if it is set to 
TRUE

0x08 Cam 4 polarity neative BOOL(BYTE)* rw FALSE Sets output polarity of Cam 4 to negative, if it is 
set to TRUE

0x12 Offset value DINT rw 0 Will be added to the position value  (resolution 
see 0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x13 Work area low limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Lower limit of work area of magnet 16 
(resolution see 0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x14 Work area high limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Upper limit of work area of magnet 16 
(resolution see 0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x15 Cam1 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 1 low limit magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x16 Cam1 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 1 high limit magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x17 Cam1 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 1 hysteresis magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x18 Cam2 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 2 low limit magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x19 Cam2 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 2 high limit magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)
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0x1A Cam2 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 2 hysteresis magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x1B Cam3 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 3 low limit magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x1C Cam3 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 3 high limit magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x1D Cam3 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 3 hysteresis magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x1E Cam4 low limit DINT rw 0x7FFFFFFF Cam 4 low limit magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x1F Cam4 high limit DINT rw 0x80000000 Cam 4 high limit magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x20 Cam4 hysteresis WORD rw 0 Cam 4 hysteresis magnet 16 (resolution see 
0x80F0:0x16/0x17)

0x9008 0x00 Info data position 
marker 1

BYTE ro 22 Number of Entries for Magnet 1

0x11 Scaled measuring range DINT ro - Number of steps of the measuring area

0x12 Position measuring step DINT ro 1000 Manufacturer position resolution in nm

0x13 Speed measuring step DINT ro 100000 Manufacturer speed resolution in nm/s

0x14 Manufacturer offset 
value

DINT ro 0 Manufacturer specific offset value for position

0x15 Manufacturer min 
position value

DINT ro 0 Begin of physical measuring area

0x16 Manufacturer max 
position value

DINT ro - End of physical measuring area

0x90n8 0x00 Info data position 
marker n

BYTE ro 22 Number of Entries for Magnet n+1

0x11 Scaled measuring range DINT ro - Number of steps of the measuring area

0x12 Position measuring step DINT ro 1000 Manufacturer position resolution in nm

0x13 Speed measuring step DINT ro 100000 Manufacturer speed resolution in nm/s

0x14 Manufacturer offset 
value

DINT ro 0 Manufacturer specific offset value for position

0x15 Manufacturer min 
position value

DINT ro 0 Begin of physical measuring area

0x16 Manufacturer max 
position value

DINT ro - End of physical measuring area

0x90F8 0x00 Info data position 
marker 16

BYTE ro 22 Number of Entries for Magnet 16

0x11 Scaled measuring range DINT ro - Number of steps of the measuring area

0x12 Position measuring step DINT ro 1000 Manufacturer position resolution in nm

0x13 Speed measuring step DINT ro 100000 Manufacturer speed resolution in nm/s

0x14 Manufacturer offset 
value

DINT ro 0 Manufacturer specific offset value for position

0x15 Manufacturer min 
position value

DINT ro 0 Begin of physical measuring area

0x16 Manufacturer max 
position value

DINT ro - End of physical measuring area

0xF000 0x00 Modular device profile BYTE ro 2 Number of Entries

0x01 Index distance WORD ro 16 Index distance between two modules
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7 Appendix (continued)

Index Default Name Data type Access Description

0x02 Maximum number of 
modules

WORD ro 18 Maximum plugable modules

0xF030 0x00 Configured module list BYTE ro 18 Number of Entries

0x01 Module position 1 DINT rw - ID of first Module (Magnet 1)

0x02 Module position 2 DINT rw - ID of second Module (Magnet 2)

n Module position n DINT rw - ID of Module n (Magnet n)

17 Module position 17 DINT rw - ID of Module 17 (Device)

18 Module position 18 DINT rw - ID of Module 18 (Magnet Number)

0xF050 0 Detected modlule list BYTE ro 18 Number of Entries

1 Module position 1 DINT ro - ID of first Module (Magnet 1)

2 Module position 2 DINT ro - ID of second Module (Magnet 2)

n Module position n DINT ro - ID of Module n (Magnet n)

17 Module position 17 DINT ro - ID of Module 17 (Device)

18 Module position 18 DINT ro - ID of Module 18 (Magnet Number)

* Boolean variables are output in bytes (8 bit). The state TRUE is represented with the value 1, whereby only bit 0 is set. The state FALSE is signalized by the 

value 0.

Tab. 7-1: Object directory
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